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SALPARK Sp. Z O.O. is a company employing a group of qualified

engineers, continuing the long-term production of snap rings by

Salpark Filterparts LTD, with over 30 years of experience in the

filtration industry. In April 2020, our company moved from Great

Britain to Poland

We guarantee the quality of our products made of the highest

quality materials. The evidence of reliability is the satisfaction and

full trust of our customers from all over the world. Our customers

appreciate good value for the quality of our products as well as

reliable and punctual deliveries.

We invite you to contact us.

 

About SALPARK



PROSNAP™  - this profile ring eliminates the need to use a

profile or beading when constructing bag tops. The

PROSNAP™ profile provides an unsurpassed seal and

strength of location. 

The PROSNAP™ profile gives a mechanical seal on both the

top and bottom faces of the cell plate in addition to sealing on

the inside of the cell plate hole.

A non-sewn PROSNAP™ bag top enables the ring to be

quickly, easily, and inexpensively, removed from the bag at the

end of its operational life. The PROSNAP™ ring, manufactured

from stainless steel, is also 100% recyclable.

PROFILE SNAP RINGS for filter bags: 

Our Products - PROSNAP™



The PROSNAP™ ring offers reduced manufacturing costs to

filter bag producents. The elimination of the need for profile

beading reduces costs of sewing in raw material, as well as the

cost of attaching the profile to the ring or to the bag top. 

The profile ring can be fitted directly in to the bag top,

requiring only a single sewn seam, offering  savings of

materials and overall cost reduction. The shape of the profile in

the PROSNAP™ ring allows the ring to be used for almost all

cell plate thicknesses. When combined with its ability to

operate at all temperatures, this eliminates the need to stock a

range of profiles, and profile shapes, and eliminates any

production delays.

Our Products - PROSNAP™:



Stainless steel snap rings, spring bands are made of a stainless

steel alloy with unique properties: the stainless steel strip is

rolled to produce a mirror finish. This surface improves

corrosion resistance.

The strip is firstly machined to remove the sharp corners. This

makes handling safer during sewing into the filter bags and

protects the filter bag fabric from damage during operation.

The strip is then cut into ring lengths. The ring lengths are

then fastened together using stainless steel eyelets/rivets. By

using stainless steel eyelets the risk of electrolytic corrosion

between the strip and the eyelets is eliminated. Spot welding

can also be performed when required.

Our Products - Standard Snap Ring:



pawel.piasta@salpark.pl

+48 731 110 910

artur.prorok@salpark.pl

+48 509 610 281

marketing@salpark.pl

Sales department:

Technical department:

Marketing:

Follow us on LinkedIn:

@SalparkPoland 

Contact us:

See you soon on Filtech2022!


